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Leading Data Forensics Team (DFT) with over 15 years of experience in digital 

forensics across multiple disciplines, including data, audio and video forensics 

has been on the cutting edge of digital forensics since their inception. DFT’s 

background in a variety of practice areas including intellectual property theft, 

employment disputes and digital fraud with litigation savviness has made DFT a 

top choice in their industry for years.

DFT works with many different types of clients, and as leaders in the digital 

forensics space, security, access control and auditability are of utmost 

importance to them and their clients. After getting to the root of a client’s 

issues, DFT works hard to ensure that they are fully protected and their issue 

never arises again.

Securing data, controlling permissions and complete system auditing are vital 

for DFT’s continued success as well as that of their clients.

Where did they find all the tools they needed in one place? With FileCloud.

Locked Down: File Sharing and Security
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Leading Data Forensics Team Finds 
Total Security with FileCloud



DFT was in the market for a complete solution to data security for their clients. 

With clients across industries, DFT needed a versatile platform that could offer 

complete customization without losing out of features and security.

To ensure all of their clients needs were met, DFT needed a solution that would 

allow their clients to quickly and easily share data while implementing total 

security, customized permissions and highly detailed audit abilities. They needed 

a solution that would be easy to use but still provided for their complex data 

security needs.

Before finding FileCloud, DFT had looked at many of the big players in the 

industry. But DFT had worked with clients that experienced data theft from a 

large cloud provided and quickly realized the audit trail available would not 

satisfy their needs. Aside from the lacking audit ability, many of the providers 

were simply not customizable enough to work across DFT’s varied clients.

FileCloud, with their deep customization and detailed auditing capabilities was 

just what DFT needed.

Security and Traceability

DFT’s complex requirements and varied needs were based on a need for security, 

control and auditability. To meet all of these requirements, DFT required a 

solution that provided:

• Complete customization

• Detailed audit capabilities

• Ease of use for varied users

• Data leak prevention

DFT Requirements
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DFT had been looking for the perfect data control and file sharing solution for 

some time. They had looked at all of the leading providers and several of the other 

players. They tried a few, but soon found the big box solutions wouldn’t meet their 

needs. After testing FileCloud through a free trial, DFT quickly realized that 

FileCloud provided industry leading audit capabilities, allowed for a large degree of 

customization to suit client needs, and was easy enough for almost anyone to use.

DFT now uses FileCloud for their clients and has not had an instance of data theft 

that they could not track down almost immediately again. With FileCloud in place, 

DFT is secure in knowing that they can track every user's downloads and shares, 

ensuring data is secure and stolen data is found and addressed quickly. DFT is 

happy and their clients are secure.

DFT Selects FileCloud
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Try FileCloud Now
FileCloud’s extensive functionality, ease of use, affordability, and world-class 

support make it the solution for file share, sync, and mobile access already 

adopted by enterprises and organizations around the world. You too can benefit 

from FileCloud and its industry-leading quality and performance today! Contact 

us at FileCloud now and take advantage of our free 14-day trial to see what 

FileCloud can do for your business.

LINK: https://portal.getfilecloud.com/ui/user/index.html?mode=register



To compete in today’s fast-paced market, companies need to get business 

done without being slowed down by IT challenges. CodeLathe understands 

this. CodeLathe’s FileCloud software is a solution focused on enterprise file 

sharing that is just as helpful to business practices as it is to IT requirements.

• Integration with existing resources helps lower business operating costs 

• Extensive feature-set and ease of use helps increase user productivity

• Support for an ever-increasing reliance on a mobile workforce keeps you 

competitive.

FileCloud offers an Enterprise File Sharing and Sync (EFSS) solution that 

enables you to realize the benefits of collaboration and productivity with 

the security you require to protect your Intellectual Property anywhere it 

goes in the course of doing business.

FileCloud is used by 1000s of 

customers around the world 

including Global 2000 

enterprises, government 

organizations, educational 

institutions, and managed 

service providers.
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Summary

To read more about how FileCloud can help keep 
your information secure as it is shared, visit 
www.getfilecloud.com/enterprise-file-sharing

“We liked FileCloud’s pricing, 

comprehensive feature set 

(branding, encryption) and the 

responsive support”

Stewart
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